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Micromagnetic domain structures in cylindrical nickel dots
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The magnetic domain structures of cylindrical nickel dots~diameters from 40 nm to 1700 nm! with anisot-
ropy parallel to the cylinder axis is predicted by the ratio of the dot diameter to the stripe period of unpatterned
films with the same perpendicular anisotropy. The dominant domain structure for a given ratio increases in
complexity as the ratio increases. We present evidence for the full micromagnetic domain structure for the
simplest cases.
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The ability to create and measure properties of nanoele-
ments with uniform size and shape and the availability of
increasing computational power has led to an explosion of
experimental and computational studies involving magnetic
particle arrays1–17 impacting fundamental magnetism re-
search and technological applications. Current experimental
understanding of domain structure and reversal mechanisms
in magnetic nanoelements typically comes from the collec-
tive or average behavior of the many elements in fabricated
arrays.2–5 Recent simulations have furthered this understand-
ing in the case of structures primarily consisting of single
domains with in-plane magnetization.4–7

In this paper we present a study of the magnetic domain
states observed in perpendicularly magnetized cylindrical
magnetic dots, a significant advancement over previous
studies.8–13 Utilizing high-resolution magnetic force micros-
copy ~MFM! ~Ref. 18! and three-dimensional micromagnet-
ics calculations, we have studied the size evolution of the
micromagnetic structure in individual nickel dots. In particu-
lar, it is most important to note that the excellent agreement
between the simulations and the MFM images provides a
high level of confidence that the simulations accurately de-
scribe the micromagnetic structure at length scales beyond
the MFM resolution, and reveal the underlying three-
dimensional domain structure that is not available experi-
mentally. The metastable domain states described below,
impact dynamical studies14–17 in that the specific micromag-
netic structures determine the phase space available for re-
versal.

We find an excellent predictor of the magnetic structure of
our nickel dots to be the ratio of the diameter of the dots to
the period of the magnetic stripes19,20 which form in unpat-
terned films of the same height. We define this simple dimen-
sionless ratio to be the micromagnetic characterization pa-
rameterD0 , given by

D05d/l, ~1!

whered is the cylinder diameter andl is the repeat period of
the film stripe pattern. The stripe period found in thin films is
dependent on many material parameters and also is a func-
tion of the thickness of the film.19 Previous work on cobalt
nanosquares has also shown a domain state dependence on
thickness.10,13We find that the stability of the magnetic struc-
tures is determined by the magnetic energies found both in

the bulk and in films of the same thickness, as well as the
size and geometry of the dots.

Our experimental study not only includes a study of Ni
dot thicknesses ranging from 48 nm to 140 nm, but also
expands previous work10,13 by exploring dot diameters rang-
ing from 40 to 1700 nm. The results were qualitatively the
same for all thicknesses, but here we will report only the
most complete study, that of the 100 nm thick dots with
diameters in the range of 60 to 1000 nm. The parameterD0
is valid for the entire range of cylindrical dots studied.

The unpatterned films of this thickness had a stripe period
l of approximately 200 nm. The stripe period was found to
be robust for all diameter dots observed. The cylindrical
dots, well separated to minimize any effect of interactions,
were made by thermally evaporating nickel through a litho-
graphically defined mask.21 Simultaneously grown films
were used to determine the perpendicular magnetic anisot-
ropy Ku563105 erg/cm3 and the stripe domain period.22 A
commercially available MFM,23 supplemented with fabri-
cated high-resolution MFM tips, provided approximately 30
nm resolution with minimal sample perturbation.18 To further
ensure that there was no significant tip field induced pertur-
bation of the magnetic state, MFM images were always
taken twice on a dot with the same tip with opposite tip
magnetizations so that both north pole@Figs. 1~a,d! and Figs.
2~a,d,g!# and south pole@Figs. 1~b,e! and Figs. 2~b,e,h!# tip
magnetizations were used.24 The right-hand columns of Figs.
1 and 2 corresponds to the simulatedz component of the
magnetization of the cylindrical dots.

The dots were simulated25 numerically using the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert ~LLG! equation.26 The LLG equation de-
scribes the precessional motion for the magnetic momentsmi
comprising the cylinder.27 We simulate the dots with identi-
cal cubic elements at each sitei. The LLG equation is given
by

dmi

dt
5

2g

11a2
mi3H i2

ag

~11a2!Ms

mi3~mi3H i !, ~2!

where the effective magnetic fieldH i at site i is the sum of
three effective fields: dipole fields, exchange fields with
neighboring grains, and the perpendicular uniaxial anisot-
ropy field found experimentally. The magnetic momentM s
and exchange coupling of the cubic elements are appropriate
for bulk nickel.28 Since the LLG method is deterministic,
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various random magnetic initial states were used to deter-
mine the different final stable states in a single sample. All
magnetic structures obtained in this manner were also ob-
served experimentally.

The figures have been sorted in terms of the observed
dichotomy of ring~Fig. 1! and stripe~Fig. 2! domains. There
it is seen that the dots with smallest diameters@Figs. 1~a–f!
and 2# have rather simple domain structures, while at diam-
eters whereD0 is larger than 3/2@Figs. 1~g–i!# the nickel
dots begin to take on a complex stripe domain structure with

somewhat random patterns~but constrained by the nearly
constant stripe period!. Figure 3 summarizes the distribution
of the domain structures for all of the approximately 3000
dots investigated experimentally, representing 37 different
diameter dots of 100 nm thickness. It is apparent in Fig. 3
that more than one magnetic state can be found in dots of the
same diameter. It is also true that different domain patterns
are often found in the same dot after applying saturating
magnetic fields, leading to the conclusion that slight differ-
ences in the dots do not stabilize one magnetic structure over
another. In the following we discuss the results for specific
D0 ratios.

Only one stable structure appears in the smallest dots,
D0,1/2, a single-domain flower shown in Figs. 1~a–c!, and
in y-z cross section in Fig. 4~a!. The strong contrast between
the oppositely magnetized tip@Fig. 1~a,b!# agrees with the
simulation result shown in Fig. 4~a! where the top surface of
the dot is shown to be an open domain. At dot diameters less
than D051/2 the flower state is found to have the lowest
energy density and no other stable magnetic structure is
found in either the simulations or experiments. Figure 3
shows the dominance of the flower state for the smaller val-
ues ofD0.

The onset of a second stable state is found beginning near
D051/2 as shown in Fig. 3. This state exhibits very little
contrast when viewed with MFM, as seen in Figs. 2~a,b!. As
can be seen in they-z cross section in Fig. 4~b!, this state is
essentially a domain wall or vortex in that the magnetic mo-
ments are radially oriented around a vortex line aligned
along thex axis of the dot.29 This vortex structure makes
these magnetic particles almost invisible in MFM; because
of this complete flux closure, we refer to it as the in-plane
vortex structure. As is faintly observed in Figs. 2~a,b!, there
is some field leakage along the edges parallel to the vortex
axis.

As the diameter of the dot is increased there is an evolu-

FIG. 1. MFM ~a,b,d,e,g,h! and simulated~c,f,i! images of thez
component of the magnetization for ring domains in nickel dots
with increasing diameter from top to bottom. The MFM images in
~a,b! and~d–e! are taken on the same dot with opposite tip magne-
tization~Ref. 24!. D0 is the ratio of the dot diameter to the thin-film
stripe period. The scale bars represent 100 nm.

FIG. 2. MFM ~a,b,d,e,g,h! and simulated~c,f,i! images of thez
component of the magnetization for stripe domains in nickel dots.
The MFM images in~a,b,d,e,g,h! are taken on the same dot with
opposite tip magnetization~Ref. 24!. D0 is the ratio of the dots
diameter to the thin film stripe period. At the smallest diameters
~a–c! the dot is almost invisible to the MFM as the magnetic flux is
enclosed within the dot. The scale bars represent 100 nm.

FIG. 3. Experimentally observed ratio of domain state abun-
dances. At the smallest diameters only the single-domain state ex-
ists. As the diameter grows, more complicated domain structures
appear. PastD051/2, more than one magnetic state is available in
dots of the same size.
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tion into two-domain states as illustrated in Figs. 2~d–f!.
Comparing Figs. 2~a–c! with Figs. 2~d–f!, it is seen that the
in-plane vortex structure has evolved into a domain wall
separating an up domain from a down domain, or a two-
stripe structure. The MFM image of those two domains is
now quite distinct. Also, the strong contrast between the op-
positely aligned tip@Figs. 2~d,e!# shows the magnetization
should be pointing strongly out of the top surface.24 As might
be expected, this is the most frequently seen structure near
D051, where the diameter equals the period of the film
stripe pattern.

Similarly as theD0 increases towards unity the single-
domain flower state evolves into a bull’s-eye structure. This
structure consists of an upwardly magnetized domain sepa-
rated from a downward domain by a circular domain wall.
This domain wall closes on itself, minimizing the magnetic
flux and thus the magnetostatic energy. Experimentally, we
observe weak contrast in the outer domain and strong con-
trast in the central domain when the probing tip is reversed
@Figs. 1~d,e!#.24 The simulations show this is because the
state consists of an open central domain, and an outer do-
main with a more closed structure.

A three-stripe domain structure, shown in Figs. 2~g,h!, is
seen in the MFM experiments and simulations starting at
diameters nearD053/2. These three-stripe patterns show a
strong MFM signal above every domain, and obvious con-
trast when the tip is reversed, indicating magnetic moments
pointing out of~or into! the top surface, in agreement with

the simulations.24 This three-stripe structure is an obvious
step from the two-stripe structure described above.

Figures 1~g,h! are images of near-micron-sized dots taken
with only one-tip magnetization, while Fig. 1~i! is a simu-
lated domain structure at the same diameter. The large diam-
eter dots allow for many domains, and many different stable
structures consisting of stripes~straight and curved! and
rings. At D0.3/2, the number of available states becomes
too great to classify. However, we find that the stripes are of
approximately the same width in the experiments and the
simulations. Further, we find the domain walls prefer to ter-
minate perpendicular to, or run parallel to, the edge of the
dots. In this diameter range we also find stable multiring
bull’s-eye patterns, which appear to be the lowest energy
structures at these sizes.

As we have shown, the bulk properties of the material and
the geometry of the particles determine the micromagnetic
states of the cylindrical nickel dots we have studied. It can be
seen in Fig. 3 thatD0 (5d/l) is an excellent predictor of
the micromagnetic state. For all the particles investigated~all
thicknesses in the entire range 48–140 nm!, the states we
observed are consistent with the stripe periods observed in
the films.17

As a simple description of the evolution of the micromag-
netics of these particles, we have outlined two convenient
sequences: stripes and rings. The ring sequence starts with
the smallest particles imaged, which exhibit only the flower
structure. In the evolution of the ring structures, the flower
state can be viewed as the center of the bull’s-eyes which
appear at larger diameters, first as a single-ring bull’s-eye at
diameters larger thanD051. The rings of the bull’s eyes
may be viewed as circular stripe domains. Of course rings
are simply stripes that close on themselves.

The ~linear! stripe sequence begins with the in-plane
vortex—essentially a domain wall—at small diameters,
which then grows into stripes as the diameter of the dots
increases. Each approximate half-integer step inD0 leads to
the formation of an additional stripe.

In conclusion, we have shown that the full magnetic struc-
ture of nanoscale cylindrical magnetic dots may be deter-
mined by a combination of high-resolution MFM and micro-
magnetic simulations and that the ratio of the dot diameter to
stripe period provides a simple predictor of the allowed mi-
croscopic domain structures. We find that the resultant mag-
netic structure of the nanoscale dots is a rich function of the
size, ranging from single-domain flower structures at the
smallest diameters to multidomain structures characterized
by different in-plane vortex patterns.

A very interesting result of our investigation is the explo-
sion of allowed states forD0.3/2 after the rather small
number of allowed states for smaller sized particles. Most
important, since the simulations have no adjustable param-
eters, the agreement of the simulations with the MFM im-
ages provides confidence that the micromagnetic simulations
accurately describe the micromagnetic state on a scale be-
yond the 30-nm resolution of the MFM.
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with Dr. Eric Granstrom, Dr. Jake Schmidt, and Dr. Christo-

FIG. 4. ~a! Flower ~open magnetization! and ~b! vortex ~closed
magnetization! cross sections showing the direction of the magnetic
moments. The circulation of the magnetic domains about thex axis
in ~b! shows complete magnetic flux closure and explains why the
vortex state is nearly invisible to the MFM.
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